Similarity between coffee effects and qi-stimulating events.
Previously, we found that qi-stimulating events exerted similar frequency-specific effects on the blood pressure pulse spectrum. Because coffee and qi induce similar stimulatory psychological responses, we aimed to determine whether they would induce similar pulse effects. Such a relationship would suggest a close linkage between the physiologic mechanisms underlying the psychostimulatory responses and vascular effects of coffee and qi. Therefore, the profound investigations into the mechanisms underlying the effects of coffee on the central nervous system and the vascular system may help to elucidate the underlying physiology mechanisms of qi. Each test subject took three rounds of 150 mL coffee (0.1 g/kg, 0.05 g/kg, 0.05 g/kg) in a 30-minute interval. The subject's pulses were recorded at the end of each round. The changes in the test subject's pulse spectrum between before and after coffee consumption were compared with changes induced by a water placebo. Both coffee and qi caused the intensities of the third, sixth, and ninth harmonics of the pressure pulse spectrum to be relative peaks to their neighboring harmonics. Our results suggest that the coffee effect may be considered a qi-stimulating event, and there is a common physiologic factor determining the psychostimulatory responses of qi and coffee as well as their effects on the cardiovascular system, which results in a specific frequency pattern in the blood pulse spectrum. Adenosine, which is the main physiologic compound affected by coffee, might also be the key factor affected by qi.